
Email address mark5329@sbcglobal.net

First Name Mark

Last Name Abildgaard

My zip code to
understand community
served

95695

A little bit about me... I am an artist /educator working in the greater Sacramento area.

My work can be found
at www.markabildgaard.com

I am in full support
of....

Agenda Item No. 3 COVID-19 EDUCATION RAPID
RESPONSE PROPOSAL (ATRIUM 916). The creative
community has been hit hard by the COVID-19 pandemic and
this program could make a huge difference for creatives
throughout Sacramento county and all communities the
Commission represents. Being paid to create high quality
educational content from within the confines of my home is also
a great addition to the enrichment content available that will
make an impact far into the future as schools figure out how to
create hybrid learning environments. If my work is chosen, I
could earn roughly $600. That is rent, groceries, childcare or
bills that I am having a hard time paying right now. This program
will allow me to inspire young minds and help our education
partners through these difficult times. I urge you to vote in favor
of this program as I know it would help me and many of my local
creatives.



Email address Adim@proxyav.com

First Name Seitu

Last Name Coleman

My zip code to
understand community
served

95833

My work can be found
at proxyav.com

I am in full support
of....

Agenda Item No. 3 COVID-19 EDUCATION RAPID
RESPONSE PROPOSAL (ATRIUM 916). The creative
community has been hit hard by the COVID-19 pandemic and
this program could make a huge difference for creatives
throughout Sacramento county and all communities the
Commission represents. Being paid to create high quality
educational content from within the confines of my home is also
a great addition to the enrichment content available that will
make an impact far into the future as schools figure out how to
create hybrid learning environments. If my work is chosen, I
could earn roughly $600. That is rent, groceries, childcare or
bills that I am having a hard time paying right now. This program
will allow me to inspire young minds and help our education
partners through these difficult times. I urge you to vote in favor
of this program as I know it would help me and many of my local
creatives.



Email address hello@broadroom.org

First Name Claire

Last Name Curley

My zip code to
understand community
served

95825

A little bit about me...
I'm a writer, social media nerd, and Executive Director of Broad
Room -- a small nonprofit in Sacramento that offers affordable
studio space to historically underrepresented artists including
women, BIPOC, LGBTQIA+, non-binary, and disabled folks.

My work can be found
at broadroom.org, https://vocal.media/authors/claire-b-curley

I am in full support
of....

Agenda Item No. 3 COVID-19 EDUCATION RAPID
RESPONSE PROPOSAL (ATRIUM 916). The creative
community has been hit hard by the COVID-19 pandemic and
this program could make a huge difference for creatives
throughout Sacramento county and all communities the
Commission represents. Being paid to create high quality
educational content from within the confines of my home is also
a great addition to the enrichment content available that will
make an impact far into the future as schools figure out how to
create hybrid learning environments. If my work is chosen, I
could earn roughly $600. That is rent, groceries, childcare or
bills that I am having a hard time paying right now. This program
will allow me to inspire young minds and help our education
partners through these difficult times. I urge you to vote in favor
of this program as I know it would help me and many of my local
creatives.



Email address msmary@marydaffin.com

First Name mary

Last Name daffin

My zip code to
understand community
served

95833

A little bit about me...

I love my community and want to be part of the come-back from
the Covid 19 economic downtown. I believe we have an
opportunity to become better humans from going through
hardship. Special events have the ability to create powerful
messages can lead to social change...that's what I do.

My work can be found
at marydaffin.com

I am in full support
of....

Agenda Item No. 3 COVID-19 EDUCATION RAPID
RESPONSE PROPOSAL (ATRIUM 916). The creative
community has been hit hard by the COVID-19 pandemic and
this program could make a huge difference for creatives
throughout Sacramento county and all communities the
Commission represents. Being paid to create high quality
educational content from within the confines of my home is also
a great addition to the enrichment content available that will
make an impact far into the future as schools figure out how to
create hybrid learning environments. If my work is chosen, I
could earn roughly $600. That is rent, groceries, childcare or
bills that I am having a hard time paying right now. This program
will allow me to inspire young minds and help our education
partners through these difficult times. I urge you to vote in favor
of this program as I know it would help me and many of my local
creatives.



Email address artofthedaysac@gmail.com

First Name Desaree'

Last Name Deckard

My zip code to
understand community
served

95814

A little bit about me...

Art of the Day Sacramento (ADS) is a public relations service
which promotes artists, art galleries, and art related events
throughout the city of Sacramento, located in California. Since
2014, ADS has featured local artists, art, art related events, and
topics to our following of art lovers and artists alike. In just a
short time, the reaction from the art community has been
enormous.

My work can be found
at www.instagram.com/artofthedaysac

I am in full support
of....

Agenda Item No. 3 COVID-19 EDUCATION RAPID
RESPONSE PROPOSAL (ATRIUM 916). The creative
community has been hit hard by the COVID-19 pandemic and
this program could make a huge difference for creatives
throughout Sacramento county and all communities the
Commission represents. Being paid to create high quality
educational content from within the confines of my home is also
a great addition to the enrichment content available that will
make an impact far into the future as schools figure out how to
create hybrid learning environments. If my work is chosen, I
could earn roughly $600. That is rent, groceries, childcare or
bills that I am having a hard time paying right now. This program
will allow me to inspire young minds and help our education
partners through these difficult times. I urge you to vote in favor
of this program as I know it would help me and many of my local
creatives.



Email address trisha.duchaine_art@yahoo.com

First Name Trisha

Last Name Duchaine

My zip code to
understand community
served

95833

A little bit about me... Artist

My work can be found
at https://www.instagram.com/t.duchaine_art/

I am in full support
of....

Agenda Item No. 3 COVID-19 EDUCATION RAPID
RESPONSE PROPOSAL (ATRIUM 916). The creative
community has been hit hard by the COVID-19 pandemic and
this program could make a huge difference for creatives
throughout Sacramento county and all communities the
Commission represents. Being paid to create high quality
educational content from within the confines of my home is also
a great addition to the enrichment content available that will
make an impact far into the future as schools figure out how to
create hybrid learning environments. If my work is chosen, I
could earn roughly $600. That is rent, groceries, childcare or
bills that I am having a hard time paying right now. This program
will allow me to inspire young minds and help our education
partners through these difficult times. I urge you to vote in favor
of this program as I know it would help me and many of my local
creatives.



Email address majorfletcher@gmail.com

First Name Ed

Last Name Fletcher

My zip code to
understand community
served

95820

A little bit about me...
As a Sacramento creative and longtime member of the Access
Sacramento Board of Directors I'd enthusiastically support this
proposal. It will help local creatives and the program offering for
Access.

My work can be found
at

My long term project is documentary dothedance.net, however
since protests began I've been recording daily videos on issues
of race. https://www.youtube.com/user/mefletcher

I am in full support
of....

Agenda Item No. 3 COVID-19 EDUCATION RAPID
RESPONSE PROPOSAL (ATRIUM 916). The creative
community has been hit hard by the COVID-19 pandemic and
this program could make a huge difference for creatives
throughout Sacramento county and all communities the
Commission represents. Being paid to create high quality
educational content from within the confines of my home is also
a great addition to the enrichment content available that will
make an impact far into the future as schools figure out how to
create hybrid learning environments. If my work is chosen, I
could earn roughly $600. That is rent, groceries, childcare or
bills that I am having a hard time paying right now. This program
will allow me to inspire young minds and help our education
partners through these difficult times. I urge you to vote in favor
of this program as I know it would help me and many of my local
creatives.



Email address cmfuentes88@gmail.com

First Name Carlos

Last Name Fuentes

My zip code to
understand community
served

95835

A little bit about me... I am a music teacher, classically-trained pianist, composer, and
singer-songwriter.

My work can be found
at cmfuentesmusic.com

I am in full support
of....

Agenda Item No. 3 COVID-19 EDUCATION RAPID
RESPONSE PROPOSAL (ATRIUM 916). The creative
community has been hit hard by the COVID-19 pandemic and
this program could make a huge difference for creatives
throughout Sacramento county and all communities the
Commission represents. Being paid to create high quality
educational content from within the confines of my home is also
a great addition to the enrichment content available that will
make an impact far into the future as schools figure out how to
create hybrid learning environments. If my work is chosen, I
could earn roughly $600. That is rent, groceries, childcare or
bills that I am having a hard time paying right now. This program
will allow me to inspire young minds and help our education
partners through these difficult times. I urge you to vote in favor
of this program as I know it would help me and many of my local
creatives.



Email address knowbody916@gmail.com

First Name Brandon

Last Name Greathouse

My zip code to
understand community
served

95826

A little bit about me...

I'm a local as well as international Creative that love our City,
and has invested into the youth of our city for the last 18yrs.
teaching Dance classes, hosting events, mentoring young
adults and helping local businesses grow. 

I grew up in Del Paso Heights, attended Grant HS, worked at
Step 1 dance and fitness, open the Greathouse of Dance and
have been teaching all around the city for years. 

when it comes to movement and hip hop culture i've taught most
of the dancers in Northern California and helped them to build
their foundation.

My work can be found
at https://www.instagram.com/knowbody916/

I am in full support
of....

Agenda Item No. 3 COVID-19 EDUCATION RAPID
RESPONSE PROPOSAL (ATRIUM 916). The creative
community has been hit hard by the COVID-19 pandemic and
this program could make a huge difference for creatives
throughout Sacramento county and all communities the
Commission represents. Being paid to create high quality
educational content from within the confines of my home is also
a great addition to the enrichment content available that will
make an impact far into the future as schools figure out how to
create hybrid learning environments. If my work is chosen, I
could earn roughly $600. That is rent, groceries, childcare or
bills that I am having a hard time paying right now. This program
will allow me to inspire young minds and help our education
partners through these difficult times. I urge you to vote in favor
of this program as I know it would help me and many of my local
creatives.



Email address darbymaddengross@gmail.com

First Name Darby

Last Name Gross

My zip code to
understand community
served

95814

A little bit about me...

I am an painter/artist, I live in midtown with my partner, work out
of my studio painting. I have organized art shows for the last
year, highlighting other local artists. I have multiple shows
coming up. My goal is to bring local artists together to broaden
our reach, our perspective and our strength. I strive to be an
international artist.

My work can be found
at

B Sakata (in August), MILKA coffee (permanently) and a solo
show next year at Be Cool Club

I am in full support
of....

Agenda Item No. 3 COVID-19 EDUCATION RAPID
RESPONSE PROPOSAL (ATRIUM 916). The creative
community has been hit hard by the COVID-19 pandemic and
this program could make a huge difference for creatives
throughout Sacramento county and all communities the
Commission represents. Being paid to create high quality
educational content from within the confines of my home is also
a great addition to the enrichment content available that will
make an impact far into the future as schools figure out how to
create hybrid learning environments. If my work is chosen, I
could earn roughly $600. That is rent, groceries, childcare or
bills that I am having a hard time paying right now. This program
will allow me to inspire young minds and help our education
partners through these difficult times. I urge you to vote in favor
of this program as I know it would help me and many of my local
creatives.



Email address starshinedesignsmail@gmail.com

First Name Christy

Last Name Gurley

My zip code to
understand community
served

95946

A little bit about me... Artist, Pattern Designer, Children's Book Author, Synesthete

My work can be found
at www.starshinedesignsart.com

I am in full support
of....

Agenda Item No. 3 COVID-19 EDUCATION RAPID
RESPONSE PROPOSAL (ATRIUM 916). The creative
community has been hit hard by the COVID-19 pandemic and
this program could make a huge difference for creatives
throughout Sacramento county and all communities the
Commission represents. Being paid to create high quality
educational content from within the confines of my home is also
a great addition to the enrichment content available that will
make an impact far into the future as schools figure out how to
create hybrid learning environments. If my work is chosen, I
could earn roughly $600. That is rent, groceries, childcare or
bills that I am having a hard time paying right now. This program
will allow me to inspire young minds and help our education
partners through these difficult times. I urge you to vote in favor
of this program as I know it would help me and many of my local
creatives.



Email address monstersaremessy@gmail.com

First Name Donald

Last Name Hooker

My zip code to
understand community
served

95621

A little bit about me...

James Hooker, aka Monsters are Messy, is an artist and
skateboarder from Sacramento, CA. Currently working in
various mediums ranging from pencil, pen, acrylic, watercolor
and spray-paint.

Main influences are the color work of Helen Frankenthaler and
Wayne Thiebaud, as well as, street art from Basquiat and
Captain Eyeliner.

Monsters are Messy was conceived fifteen years ago. During
this time community venues such as coffee shops, cafes, artist
markets and galleries were chosen to display works .

The art of Monsters are Messy serves as a vehicle of giving.
Giving the artist the freedom of expression via art. Giving the
viewer an opportunity to enjoy the art. And finally literally giving
portions of sales to local and international non-profits.

My work can be found
at Instagram @monstersaremessy

I am in full support
of....

Agenda Item No. 3 COVID-19 EDUCATION RAPID
RESPONSE PROPOSAL (ATRIUM 916). The creative
community has been hit hard by the COVID-19 pandemic and
this program could make a huge difference for creatives
throughout Sacramento county and all communities the
Commission represents. Being paid to create high quality
educational content from within the confines of my home is also
a great addition to the enrichment content available that will
make an impact far into the future as schools figure out how to
create hybrid learning environments. If my work is chosen, I
could earn roughly $600. That is rent, groceries, childcare or
bills that I am having a hard time paying right now. This program
will allow me to inspire young minds and help our education
partners through these difficult times. I urge you to vote in favor
of this program as I know it would help me and many of my local
creatives.



Email address Diamondkey1997@gmail.com

First Name Diamond

Last Name Key

My zip code to
understand community
served

95821

I am in full support
of....

Agenda Item No. 3 COVID-19 EDUCATION RAPID
RESPONSE PROPOSAL (ATRIUM 916). The creative
community has been hit hard by the COVID-19 pandemic and
this program could make a huge difference for creatives
throughout Sacramento county and all communities the
Commission represents. Being paid to create high quality
educational content from within the confines of my home is also
a great addition to the enrichment content available that will
make an impact far into the future as schools figure out how to
create hybrid learning environments. If my work is chosen, I
could earn roughly $600. That is rent, groceries, childcare or
bills that I am having a hard time paying right now. This program
will allow me to inspire young minds and help our education
partners through these difficult times. I urge you to vote in favor
of this program as I know it would help me and many of my local
creatives.



Email address kmali82808@gmail.com

First Name Kathryn

Last Name Martinez

My zip code to
understand community
served

95826

A little bit about me... I am a local Sacramento artist

My work can be found
at Kmphotos_916 on Instagram

I am in full support
of....

Agenda Item No. 3 COVID-19 EDUCATION RAPID
RESPONSE PROPOSAL (ATRIUM 916). The creative
community has been hit hard by the COVID-19 pandemic and
this program could make a huge difference for creatives
throughout Sacramento county and all communities the
Commission represents. Being paid to create high quality
educational content from within the confines of my home is also
a great addition to the enrichment content available that will
make an impact far into the future as schools figure out how to
create hybrid learning environments. If my work is chosen, I
could earn roughly $600. That is rent, groceries, childcare or
bills that I am having a hard time paying right now. This program
will allow me to inspire young minds and help our education
partners through these difficult times. I urge you to vote in favor
of this program as I know it would help me and many of my local
creatives.



Email address mttam3@yahoo.com

First Name T

Last Name Oakes

My zip code to
understand community
served

95822

A little bit about me... K-12 art instructor

My work can be found
at Natomas Charter

I am in full support
of....

Agenda Item No. 3 COVID-19 EDUCATION RAPID
RESPONSE PROPOSAL (ATRIUM 916). The creative
community has been hit hard by the COVID-19 pandemic and
this program could make a huge difference for creatives
throughout Sacramento county and all communities the
Commission represents. Being paid to create high quality
educational content from within the confines of my home is also
a great addition to the enrichment content available that will
make an impact far into the future as schools figure out how to
create hybrid learning environments. If my work is chosen, I
could earn roughly $600. That is rent, groceries, childcare or
bills that I am having a hard time paying right now. This program
will allow me to inspire young minds and help our education
partners through these difficult times. I urge you to vote in favor
of this program as I know it would help me and many of my local
creatives.



Email address mdm2011surveys@gmail.com

First Name Midtown

Last Name Squinter

My zip code to
understand community
served

95811

A little bit about me... civic cynic

I am in full support
of....

Agenda Item No. 3 COVID-19 EDUCATION RAPID
RESPONSE PROPOSAL (ATRIUM 916). The creative
community has been hit hard by the COVID-19 pandemic and
this program could make a huge difference for creatives
throughout Sacramento county and all communities the
Commission represents. Being paid to create high quality
educational content from within the confines of my home is also
a great addition to the enrichment content available that will
make an impact far into the future as schools figure out how to
create hybrid learning environments. If my work is chosen, I
could earn roughly $600. That is rent, groceries, childcare or
bills that I am having a hard time paying right now. This program
will allow me to inspire young minds and help our education
partners through these difficult times. I urge you to vote in favor
of this program as I know it would help me and many of my local
creatives.



Email address wcstotler54@gmail.com

First Name bill

Last Name stotler

My zip code to
understand community
served

95816

A little bit about me...

I am writer, photographer and publisher of articulator, which is a
series of conversations with Sacramento-based artists and
makers. Shared online and in print, these narratives capture the
challenges and opportunities in growing and sustaining
Sacramento’s creative communities.

This project aims to promote the creative economy in
Sacramento through personal storytelling. These biographies
include perspectives on building and supporting the creative
community, workforce development, the Creative Edge Plan,
and entrepreneurship in the arts.

My work can be found
at http://www.art-iculator.com

I am in full support
of....

Agenda Item No. 3 COVID-19 EDUCATION RAPID
RESPONSE PROPOSAL (ATRIUM 916). The creative
community has been hit hard by the COVID-19 pandemic and
this program could make a huge difference for creatives
throughout Sacramento county and all communities the
Commission represents. Being paid to create high quality
educational content from within the confines of my home is also
a great addition to the enrichment content available that will
make an impact far into the future as schools figure out how to
create hybrid learning environments. If my work is chosen, I
could earn roughly $600. That is rent, groceries, childcare or
bills that I am having a hard time paying right now. This program
will allow me to inspire young minds and help our education
partners through these difficult times. I urge you to vote in favor
of this program as I know it would help me and many of my local
creatives.



Email address aishaladon@gmail.com

First Name Aisha

Last Name Wells

My zip code to
understand community
served

95991

A little bit about me...
I am an Art Curtor and New Media Artist. Founder of Legacy
Lab LLC. and podcast host for Manifest Your Brilliance where I
interview and feature creatives that are fully showing up and
sharing their gifts and talents with the world.

My work can be found
at www.aishaladon.com

I am in full support
of....

Agenda Item No. 3 COVID-19 EDUCATION RAPID
RESPONSE PROPOSAL (ATRIUM 916). The creative
community has been hit hard by the COVID-19 pandemic and
this program could make a huge difference for creatives
throughout Sacramento county and all communities the
Commission represents. Being paid to create high quality
educational content from within the confines of my home is also
a great addition to the enrichment content available that will
make an impact far into the future as schools figure out how to
create hybrid learning environments. If my work is chosen, I
could earn roughly $600. That is rent, groceries, childcare or
bills that I am having a hard time paying right now. This program
will allow me to inspire young minds and help our education
partners through these difficult times. I urge you to vote in favor
of this program as I know it would help me and many of my local
creatives.



Email address kate@katewhelanevents.com

First Name Kate

Last Name Whelan

My zip code to
understand community
served

95833

A little bit about me... I am an event planner and designer.

My work can be found
at www.katewhelanevents.com

I am in full support
of....

Agenda Item No. 3 COVID-19 EDUCATION RAPID
RESPONSE PROPOSAL (ATRIUM 916). The creative
community has been hit hard by the COVID-19 pandemic and
this program could make a huge difference for creatives
throughout Sacramento county and all communities the
Commission represents. Being paid to create high quality
educational content from within the confines of my home is also
a great addition to the enrichment content available that will
make an impact far into the future as schools figure out how to
create hybrid learning environments. If my work is chosen, I
could earn roughly $600. That is rent, groceries, childcare or
bills that I am having a hard time paying right now. This program
will allow me to inspire young minds and help our education
partners through these difficult times. I urge you to vote in favor
of this program as I know it would help me and many of my local
creatives.



Email address me@vincewilcoxmedia.com

First Name Vincenté

Last Name Wilcox

My zip code to
understand community
served

95819

A little bit about me... Ex Apple employee who started a media and motion graphics
company start of 2020.

My work can be found
at vwmfx.studio, vincewilcoxmedia.com

I am in full support
of....

Agenda Item No. 3 COVID-19 EDUCATION RAPID
RESPONSE PROPOSAL (ATRIUM 916). The creative
community has been hit hard by the COVID-19 pandemic and
this program could make a huge difference for creatives
throughout Sacramento county and all communities the
Commission represents. Being paid to create high quality
educational content from within the confines of my home is also
a great addition to the enrichment content available that will
make an impact far into the future as schools figure out how to
create hybrid learning environments. If my work is chosen, I
could earn roughly $600. That is rent, groceries, childcare or
bills that I am having a hard time paying right now. This program
will allow me to inspire young minds and help our education
partners through these difficult times. I urge you to vote in favor
of this program as I know it would help me and many of my local
creatives.



Email address dave.wilkerson@acaistudios.com

First Name David

Last Name Wilkerson

My zip code to
understand community
served

95628

A little bit about me... I am a potter who is the executive director of ACAI Studios &
Gallery

My work can be found
at ACAIStudios.com

I am in full support
of....

Agenda Item No. 3 COVID-19 EDUCATION RAPID
RESPONSE PROPOSAL (ATRIUM 916). The creative
community has been hit hard by the COVID-19 pandemic and
this program could make a huge difference for creatives
throughout Sacramento county and all communities the
Commission represents. Being paid to create high quality
educational content from within the confines of my home is also
a great addition to the enrichment content available that will
make an impact far into the future as schools figure out how to
create hybrid learning environments. If my work is chosen, I
could earn roughly $600. That is rent, groceries, childcare or
bills that I am having a hard time paying right now. This program
will allow me to inspire young minds and help our education
partners through these difficult times. I urge you to vote in favor
of this program as I know it would help me and many of my local
creatives.



Email address daudziayee@yahoo.com

First Name Ahmad Daud

Last Name Ziayee

My zip code to
understand community
served

95825

A little bit about me...

I have supported U.S mission in Afghanistan as an
interpreter/translator from 2004 to 2015. Since I put my & my
family life at risk supporting U.S forces. I was granted a Special
Immigration VISA (SIV). I have started working as a tailor soon
after I settled in U.S. I began my own tailoring business at 2018.
But unfortunately due to Covid19 out breaks all nonessential
businesses were closed like mine. During the closure I wanted
to do my part as a resident to community, so I started to design
and sew Face Masks. During these time I produce more than
3000 face masks, I donated many of them to the community.

My work can be found
at https://shop.atrium916.com/

I am in full support
of....

Agenda Item No. 3 COVID-19 EDUCATION RAPID
RESPONSE PROPOSAL (ATRIUM 916). The creative
community has been hit hard by the COVID-19 pandemic and
this program could make a huge difference for creatives
throughout Sacramento county and all communities the
Commission represents. Being paid to create high quality
educational content from within the confines of my home is also
a great addition to the enrichment content available that will
make an impact far into the future as schools figure out how to
create hybrid learning environments. If my work is chosen, I
could earn roughly $600. That is rent, groceries, childcare or
bills that I am having a hard time paying right now. This program
will allow me to inspire young minds and help our education
partners through these difficult times. I urge you to vote in favor
of this program as I know it would help me and many of my local
creatives.
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